
72.73% 104

2.80% 4

12.59% 18

13.99% 20

5.59% 8

Q1 Please indicate your connection(s) to
the Upper Canada District School Board.

Answered: 143 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 143  

# Other:  (please specify) Date

1 Municipal Leader 2/6/2017 12:53 PM

2 I will be a parent with children at UCDSB 12/7/2016 9:03 AM

3 My child will be starting soon 12/7/2016 9:02 AM

4 My child will be starting at a UCDSB school. 12/7/2016 9:00 AM

5 Former student and future parent 12/4/2016 12:04 AM

6 Daughter will be attending Kindergarten next year. 10/16/2016 10:20 AM

7 Oldest child will be starting school Sept 2017 10/15/2016 11:03 PM

8 Former student 10/15/2016 3:42 PM

I am a
parent/guard...

I am a student
attending a...

I am an UCDSB
employee

I am a
community...

Other:
(please...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

I am a parent/guardian of student(s) at UCDSB school(s)

I am a student attending a UCDSB School

I am an UCDSB employee

I am a community member without children attending UCDSB Schools

Other:  (please specify)
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Q2 The draft recommendations contained in
the Initial Staff Report for the

Accommodation Review are organized by
Feeder Groups of Schools. This refers to
the elementary schools and secondary

school(s) that students attend in
accordance with school

program boundaries.Please choose from
the list below, the feeder group of schools

for which you would like to provide
feedback. (Please note that there are no

recommendations impacting the
Gananoque or Russell Feeder Groups.)

Answered: 143 Skipped: 0
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Brockville -
(Brockville ...

Cornwall -
(Cornwall...

Seaway -
(Seaway...

North
Grenville -...

South
Grenville -...

Tagwi - (Tagwi
SS, Maxville...

Rothwell-Osnabr
uck -...

Glengarry -
(Glengarry D...

Char-Lan -
(Char-Lan DH...

Almonte -
(Almonte DHS...

Carleton Place
- (Carleton...

Perth - (Perth
DCI, Drummon...

Rockland -
(Rockland DH...

Vankleek Hill
- (Vankleek...

Rideau -
(Rideau DHS,...

Smiths Falls -
(Smiths Fall...

Athens -
(Athens DHS,...

North Dundas -
(North Dunda...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses
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0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

100.00%
143

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Total 143

Brockville - (Brockville CI, Thousand Islands SS, Commonwealth PS, Front of Yonge ES, Lyn PS, Prince of Wales PS, Toniata PS, Vanier PS, and
Westminster PS)

Cornwall  - (Cornwall Collegiate Vocational School, St. Lawrence Secondary School, Bridgewood P.S., Central P.S., Eamer’s Corners P.S.,Viscount
Alexander P.S.)

Seaway - (Seaway District HS, Iroquois PS, Morrisburg PS)

North Grenville - (North Grenville DHS, Kemptville PS, Merrickville PS, Oxford-On-Rideau PS, South Branch ES)

South Grenville - (South Grenville DHS, Benson PS, Centennial '67 PS, Maynard PS, South Edwardsburg PS, Wellington ES)

Tagwi - (Tagwi SS, Maxville PS, North Stormont PS, Roxmore PS)

Rothwell-Osnabruck - (Rothwell-Osnabruck School (k-12), Longue Sault PS)

Glengarry - (Glengarry DHS, Laggan PS)

Char-Lan - (Char-Lan DHS, S.J. Mcleod PS, Williamstown PS)

Almonte - (Almonte DHS, Naismith Memorial PS, Pakenham PS, R Tait McKenzie PS)

Carleton Place - (Carleton Place DHS, Arklan Community PS, Beckwith PS, Caldwell Street PS)

Perth - (Perth DCI, Drummond PS, Glen Tay PS, Maple Grove PS, North Elmsley PS, Queen Elizabeth PS, The Stewart PS)

Rockland - (Rockland DHS, Rockland PS, Plantagenet PS)

Vankleek Hill - (Vankleek Hill CI, Pleasant Corners PS) * impacted by Glengarry recommendations

Rideau - (Rideau DHS, Rideau Centennial ES, Rideau Vista PS, South Crosby PS, Sweets Corners ES)

Smiths Falls - (Smiths Falls DCI, Chimo ES, Duncan J Schoular PS, Lombardy PS, Montague PS, Wolford PS)

Athens - (Athens DHS, Meadowview PS, Pineview PS)

North Dundas - (North Dundas DHS, Chesterville PS, Nationview PS, Winchester PS) *impacted by Seaway recommendations
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14.89% 14

51.06% 48

26.60% 25

7.45% 7

Q43 Please provide your response to these
Draft Recommendations. Select the
statement(s) that best describe your

thoughts, you will be asked to expand in the
next set of questions.

Answered: 94 Skipped: 49

Total 94

Yes, I support
all of the...

I support some
parts of the...

No, I don't
support the...

I have an
alternative ...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes, I support all of the DRAFT recommendations for this feeder group of schools.

I support some parts of the DRAFT recommendations for this feeder group of schools.

No, I don't support the DRAFT recommendations for this feeder group of schools at all and I don't have an alternative suggestion at this time.

I have an alternative to the DRAFT recommendations that would meet the board's objective to reduce surplus space in this feeder group of schools.
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Q44 If you indicated in Q3. that you support
some or all of the Draft Recommendations

for this feeder group of schools, please
describe what elements of the

recommendations are favourable to you.
Answered: 49 Skipped: 94

# Responses Date

1 I support closing Caldwell School after there is funding in place to replace Caldwell School. 2/6/2017 12:53 PM

2 Caldwell school is in need of a new building, not a mish-mash of several different decades one attached to the other. 2/1/2017 11:19 PM

3 The rebuilding of Caldwell Street Public School is favourable to me. Dual track boundaries should apply to new
registrants (JK students and new students) with special consideration for those with siblings already attending
Caldwell Street Public School. Families of students already attending Arklan and Caldwell Street Public Schools
should be given the opportunity to choose to stay at their present school or change to the other school if they wish.

1/29/2017 10:17 PM

4 I agree Caldwell needs to be rebuilt but I don't agree with closing it 1/18/2017 8:00 AM

5 I believe it is time to re-build Caldwell. 1/16/2017 7:09 PM

6 re-build Caldwell Street Public School..not close 1/13/2017 10:51 PM

7 I support including French Immersion stream into Arklan. 1/3/2017 11:41 AM

8 I'd welcome the English option back to Caldwell. It's a very difficult decision to remove a child from immersion even if
in their best interest because changing schools is drastic.

12/7/2016 9:01 AM

9 Re-build of Caldwell. 12/7/2016 9:00 AM

10 Caldwell should be rebuilt. We are a growing community and we should not be losing a school and instead adding
size and numbers to another school. Caldwell also has a long history in this town. That should be preserved as well.

12/5/2016 1:16 PM

11 I am a former student of Caldwell I would hate to see it closed! It's in a great location with plenty of space and a
budding community! Out of Beckwith, Arklan and Caldwell it's the best academic wise! Beckwith has major behaviour
issues that never get dealt with! Arklan can't handle the overflow for a growing town! Like I said Caldwell and Arklan at
either sides of town works well!

12/4/2016 8:01 PM

12 If I understand correctly, both Arklan and Caldwell would be offering both core and immersion french programs under
these recommendations. I would be very happy to have this option, as currently students have to switch schools
(leaving friends behind, sometimes attending a different school than their siblings) in order to switch programs. In
addition, having both schools offer equal programs would avoid the "we're better than others, we're sending our kids to
the better school with fewer "problem children" attending" attitude currently prevalent in our town. Whether both
schools are combined or kept separate doesn't really make a difference, but having either a single school with both
programs, or two schools both offering the same programs is more important to me.

12/4/2016 5:35 PM

13 arklan becomes the elementary while Caldwell serves 7 - 8 12/3/2016 5:17 PM

14 Rebuild of caldwell 12/3/2016 4:00 PM

15 I agree that Caldwell needs to be updated but strongly disagree with placing all students at Arklan. Caldwell is
celebrating its 50th anniversary this year and the school reflects this. Classrooms are unfit for current curriculum
needs, ie, lack of outlets for technology used. I think a rebuild, similar to that at Stewart School in Perth, is most
realistic. Closing the school and transferring students to Arklan would be a gross mistake. Caldwell has very unique
characteristics such as being within walking distance of downtown, the track and field area and the high school. It
services a great many walkers on the west end of town. And, the biggest consideration in my opinion, we need this
school in a town that is expected to double in the next decade. I cannot make sense of the recommendation to close
the school for this reason alone! There are other reasons I disagree with closure, such as the fact that I feel the
teachers, principals and other staff and parent council provide a wonderful learning and growing environment for our
children and that it's important to have a public school with French Immersion in our community.

12/3/2016 3:03 PM
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16 I would be in favour of building a new Caldwell . However I am not in favour of building an addition into Arklan school
instead . With all the new houses going up as well in Carleton place , plus the Caldwell students having to go there as
well it's far too many students . I don't want my children attending a school With 800 plus children - way too
overcrowded ! Not to mention that Arklan would lose more than half of their field space !

12/3/2016 3:02 PM

17 I would like to see a rebuild of Caldwell, but I do not believe the school should be closed permanently. 12/3/2016 1:27 PM

18 My child currently attends Caldwell. We debated between Caldwell and Beckwith as our school choices for the quality
staff and environment. Arklan doesn't have the same reputation as the other two. I would much prefer my child go to
Beckwith then watch an expansion of a school I feel may be sub par (Arklan). Ideally, a rebuild of Caldwell would be
ideal, but I can't say I have enough financial info to say if that's the most efficient choice - it's just my personal
preference

12/2/2016 10:26 AM

19 I think Caldwell should be rebuilt. So many great people work there. That is my child's home. 12/2/2016 9:03 AM

20 A rebuild of Caldwell Street Public 12/2/2016 7:43 AM

21 Rebuild Caldwell school and while it is being built send kids to either Arklan or Beckwith. Put grade 7&8 back at the
high school feeder schools (Arklan, Caldwell and Beckwith). The intermediate grade take up the majority of the school
and the High School is eventually going to run out of room if it isn't updated or expanded while the grade 7&8 are
there.

12/2/2016 6:30 AM

22 Rebuild Caldwell. 12/2/2016 6:06 AM

23 That rebuild Caldwell. Period. 12/1/2016 10:10 PM

24 A rebuild of Caldwell st school. And keeping grades 7-8 in the elementary system. 12/1/2016 9:49 PM

25 Caldwell is such a supportive and amazing environment. Their is a reason it was chosen by parents of students in that
school over Arklan. I do not feel comfortable sending my child to Arklan. To leave another school abandoned just to
build onto Arklan is not good planning. Caldwell should be rebuilt, With all the housing and developments coming to
Carleton Place we will more then be able to keep the student population stable. I refuse to send my child to Arklan. It
is unfair to give children who aren't religious only one option of schooling in the area.

12/1/2016 9:03 PM

26 Close Caldwell permanently. 12/1/2016 6:46 PM

27 Agree with rebuilding Caldwell would not like to see all students pushed to Arklan 12/1/2016 5:26 PM

28 I support a re-build of Caldwell School, with the school remaining open while the rebuild is completed. I do not
support an addition at Arklan. I feel that combining all students from Caldwell and Arklan would result in too many
students at one school and would place stress on gym, library, etc facilities. Caldwell School has such a wonderful
culture and tone and I would hate to see that change if it became part of Arklan. With the new growth happening in
Carleton Place I think having two public elementary schools is important. I also feel strongly that having two schools
promotes walkability and active transportation for students who live in close proximity to the schools.

12/1/2016 5:07 PM

29 I agree that Caldwell PS needs a total renovation, however I do not think it will be beneficial to incorporate Arklan PS
and Caldwell PS. Arklan is the only all English PS left in Carleton Place, and I fear that if you incorporate Arklan and
Caldwell, Arklan will become a French immersion school. I choose to send my child to Arklan as my husband and I
made the decision not to enroll in a French school or in a French immersion program. I would like to keep Arklan an
all English school. Also, many children attend Caldwell PS and its just going to make the classroom sizes bigger, not
allowing students to have the one on one time they may need with a teacher or assistant.

11/26/2016 4:42 PM

30 With an increasing number of children being born in Eastern Ontario, it doesn't make sense to close schools.The
population of Eastern Ontario is projected to grow 24.0 % over the projection period (2015 - 2041), from 1.80 million to
2.23 million. Ottawa is projected to grow fastest (37.7 per cent) from 957,000 in 2015 to 1.32 million in 2041. Most
other Eastern Ontario census divisions are also projected to grow. The number of children aged 0–14 is projected to
increase in Eastern Ontario. (Total Fertility Rate) TFR has declined, reaching 1.55 in 2011 (latest available). This is
less than half of the total fertility rate recorded during the 1960 peak of the Baby Boom when Ontario’s total fertility
rate reached 3.8 children per woman with a record 159,000 births registered that year. BUT, there are more people so
even with a reduced TFR, the real number of births in Ontario is increasing. From 140,999 in 2012 to 147,244 in 2015.
As a share of the population, children aged 0-14 is declining, but in absolute terms, the number is rising as there is
simply a larger number of people in Ontario.

11/25/2016 1:47 PM

31 Rebuilding Caldwell School, we really hope to see a rebuild. This is an amazing school with a wonderful staff. I just
couldn't imagine my kids attending another school. Please consider rebuilding!

11/14/2016 9:16 PM

32 I do believe that Caldwell is an older school and something needs to be done. I do however think it would be very
poor planning to build an addition on to Arklan to accommodate the students of Caldwell. Arklan is a big school already
and to add an entire school of 400 students would be ridiculous. There is no way the road infrastructure would be able
to handle more than double that traffic. Carleton place is growing, it needs more than one public elementary school.
Rebuild Caldwell and plan for our kids futures... instead of making it more tumultuous.

10/31/2016 5:05 PM
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33 One of my children attends arklan and my other child will start next year. Additions and upgrade to make one large
school makes sense as Caldwell is old and in need of extensive repair. Combining the two schools would open up
more opportunities for the students to meet friends in the community. French immersion could be offered to a larger
group of students. Fundraisers and school events would have much larger numbers which has results in newer
equipment and educational resources over and top of the larger budget for the larger school.

10/31/2016 5:03 PM

34 Rebuilding Caldwell St. P.S 10/26/2016 6:58 AM

35 Number 2 is fine. 10/26/2016 6:25 AM

36 I agree with the boundaries for attendance but not the possibility of a closure of Caldwell for an addition to Arklan.
Caldwell is an important, central school with its own identity. Making a "mega school" at Arklan with a huge population
seems like a poor choice for the kids.

10/23/2016 7:45 AM

37 Having both schools dual track 10/22/2016 9:09 PM

38 Rebuild Caldwell Public if it is going to be all French. Arklan is not big enough to hold both schools.- Where would
portables go?

10/17/2016 2:14 PM

39 Having both french immersion and core french in the same school, it would make transitions between programmes
easier on students if no change of school is required.

10/16/2016 7:27 PM

40 With the continued growth of Carleton Place, and with 2 large new subdivisions proposed for the neighborhood of
Caldwell Street Public school an addition on to Arklan School does not seem like the most viable option. Caldwell is
on a large property and could be expanded/rebuilt. All of Carleton Place ' s students that attend public school would
then be in the same school, if an extention would be added to Arklan. The High School is already over capacity, why
would we want that for our younger students as well? Not the optimal environment for learning!

10/16/2016 8:15 AM

41 Renovating Caldwell makes more sense than adding on to Arklan. Caldwell is doing French Immersion and some
parents prefer the option of all English at Arklan. There also becomes the issue of what is to happen to Caldwell if it
closes down.

10/15/2016 11:41 PM

42 Rebuild Caldwell. The town just built 500 more homes. Condos are being constructed. There is a division at the end of
Sarah Street that is currently being built. It would be incredibly short sighted to close Caldwell, as Carleton Place's
population continues to boom. It is also a terrific location for those who walk.

10/15/2016 10:45 PM

43 Rebuild of Caldwell 10/15/2016 3:24 PM

44 I would certainly support rebuilding Caldwell Street Public School or parts of it to meet the safety code requirements.
We would relocate to Arklan if necessary but prefer our children to stay at Caldwell if possible .

10/15/2016 9:45 AM

45 Number 1 of the draft 10/14/2016 9:09 PM

46 Rebuild of Caldwell 10/14/2016 8:30 PM

47 Upgrades/rebuild of Caldwell are required. To combine the schools might be crowded, it would be essential to
maintain the French immersion program

10/14/2016 8:23 PM

48 I would support a rebuild of Caldwell. 10/14/2016 7:04 PM

49 I would like to see Arklan expanded if possible. If not possible, I would like to see a new school built, but Arklan
should also provide French immersion.

10/14/2016 5:33 PM
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Q45 If you indicated in Q3. that you do not
support the Draft Recommendations, please
use this space to help us understand what

could be done to improve the
recommendations.

Answered: 18 Skipped: 125

# Responses Date

1 UCDSB already closed Carembeck public school. Then shifted the Gr 7 and Gr 8 students from the feeder schools
(Beckwith, Arklan, and Caldwell) to help fill up the CP High School space. Now the feeder schools are not near their
capacity. UCDSB should be investigating why the Catholic schools are bursting, having to add portables to both their
recently expanded Elementary and Secondary schools, while the public schools are struggling. It's not because of a
lack of students within Carleton Place that a public school has one less kinder classroom this year compared to last
year but St. Gregory's had to add a kinder class this year.

1/14/2017 2:16 AM

2 I do not agree with Caldwell students being housed at Arklan. If Caldwell is re-built, I would like there to be no closure
of the school during that period. Keep Caldwell open.

1/13/2017 11:03 PM

3 Do not support closing Caldwell and expanding Arklan. After expanding Arklan, there would be over 700 students.
Which is mid size for a Toronto area school, but the yard is not large enough for that many students. Parking lot would
not be large enough either.

1/3/2017 11:41 AM

4 Please do not close Caldwell. A rebuild is much more suitable 12/7/2016 9:02 AM

5 I think closing Caldwell would be a shame. With all the new houses being built there will be lots of new families
moving to the area with children. Carleton Place is growing in size not getting smaller and within the next 5 years I
believe there will be an increase in students. Caldwell also offers French Immersion.

12/5/2016 7:25 AM

6 We are growing! CPHS needs to get rid of 7/8s or they are going to be over capacity 12/4/2016 1:00 AM

7 at this time I'm not sure what could be done at this time to improve the recommendations 12/3/2016 1:29 PM

8 We need immersion dual trac 12/2/2016 6:18 AM

9 Remove the option of an addition at Arklan. 12/1/2016 5:07 PM

10 Rebuild Caldwell school, possibly build a middle school that encompass all grades 6-8 in CP. Get the 7-8 away from
the high schools. Keep the children in better age appropriate schools.

12/1/2016 4:50 PM

11 My concern is that even if an addition were added to Arklan school, instead of a re-build of Caldwell, that the school
structure would still not be able to handle the addition of all of those extra children. The yard size is not increasing, nor
is there room to increase it. A second story would need to be added for the addition, as there's no room to expand
outwards only up. Caldwell is an EXCEPTIONAL school with a community that STRONGLY supports it!

11/14/2016 11:18 AM

12 Caldwell should be re-built. Under no circumstances should Caldwell move to Arklan. 10/26/2016 6:25 AM

13 The draft recommendations are faulty in their construction by failing to precisely set out the options in a meaningful
way. The person who approved these "recommendations" is either ignorant of the principles of community
engagement or is intending to use the results to mislead the School Board and/or the Ministry of Education. Relying on
results which support or do not support these "recommendations" will fail to reflect the needs or wishes of the
community.

10/16/2016 9:26 AM

14 I do not agree with closing caldwell 10/16/2016 8:12 AM

15 Do not close Caldwell St school. Combining the 2 schools is unfair 10/15/2016 11:05 PM

16 Dont close caldwell, it holds a lot of memories for current and former students. Its so close to the high school that the
transition is so easy. Caldwell is in the quietest neighbourhood compared to Arklan which is beside the busiest road
other than the highway. I get that a daycare is there but Caldwell is way more central to the town than all the way out
there. There was many great Teachers i had and i imagine more havr been employed. Id hate to see those people go
jobless. You should get your heads on straight and rebuild it if you knock it down.

10/15/2016 3:53 PM
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17 Im extremely disappointed in the direction the school board is taking with Caldwell School. I don't find it fair to have
our options reduced to Arklan school, if I wanted my children to go to Arklan I would have chosen to do so myself. I do
not find the atmosphere at Arklan anywhere near as supportive and amazing as it is at Caldwell. Just walking into
Caldwell feels welcoming and the type of school you want your child in, having Arklan right beside an extremely busy
highway is a huge deterrent. I will not be sending my child to Arklan period and it isn't fair to not be given a choice in
the location of my childs school. I think it is more then fair that Caldwell be re-built or added onto. It has been in our
community and supporting our community a lot longer then Arklan. Caldwell is a staple of Carleton Place. To me it
shouldn't even be a choice or a consideration in rebuilding such an important part of Carleton Place. Our main focus
should be on keeping Caldwell and all its students together. After losing Carambeck our community can more then
support our having 2 elementary schools. With all the new housing going in we are going to have more children in our
community then ever. Especially as more and more people relocate from busier downtown ottawa.

10/14/2016 5:27 PM

18 There are too many children in our ever growing town 10/14/2016 4:36 PM
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Q46 If you indicated in Q3. that you have an
alternative to the Draft Recommendations,

please use this space to describe your
alternative(s) in greater detail.

Answered: 11 Skipped: 132

# Responses Date

1 To make things clear, I do not support either of the draft recommendations. My thoughts are as follows; 1) Closing
Caldwell to make a decision; Is that truly necessary, to close a school just to make a decision on the future of said
school? Can an inspection not be made during PA Days, or through the Summer? While I agree that Caldwell does
indeed need improvements, and upgrades; My child is a 3rd generation Caldweller, and as a former student myself, I'm
more than well aware of what could be improved upon. With that said I am 100% against closing Caldwell, and adding
on to Arklan. Even if the decision is to temporarily send the kids to Arklan while improving and/or rebuilding Caldwell, I
will either send my child to a different school in the meantime, or home school. Arklan was not, is not, and will not, be
an option for us. For starters, the curriculum is different there, mainly as far as French goes. Secondly, forcing the
Caldwell students into Arklan for any reason, will lead to over crowding, and force the use of portables, which should
no longer even be an option in 2017 when it's been proven what they've done to the health of those forced in them.
Third, what happens to the Caldwell staff? And lastly, have you even considered the amount of families currently
moving to Carleton Place from the city, who are looking to enroll in Caldwell, or either school for that matter? What of
the 1000s of new homes being built as I write this here in CP? How many of those families are going to need more
than 1 public school? But oh yes, there's that new school slated to be built by Rona because of bylaw, isn't there? So
is that to replace Caldwell? Or to alleviate the inevitable flow of new children being enrolled when the housing is
finished? If this were 19yrs ago, I would've said burn it and take it down. Caldwell was a horrible place to be in. I still
happily send my child there, and in 3 years, my other child will go too. Why? Because of how incredible they have
become. How much they have improved. How much they actually care now. Caldwell has become such a wonderful
school, and so well recommended between parents, that families are moving here just to send their children there, who
may not even be attending for another 3-4 years! Caldwell has more than enough yard space for an expansion. While
it means loosing play space, it keeps the children there. Where they are happy and belong! And frankly, how is that
any different than adding onto Arklan!? If anything, look at taking the 7 & 8s OUT of CPHS! That was a horrible
mistake for many reasons. Either put them back into Caldwell and Arklan, or build a new school just for them. 2)
Boundaries; While I'm not completely against it, this will hurt enrollment to Caldwell greatly. Many of the new families
moving here, are choosing the 9th and 10th line areas, or otherwise considered "Beckwith territory". People are
wanting that "country life" while having their kids attend a fantastic public school, and not all parents are able to drive to
get them there. While I may have grown up with boundaries, enforcing them again now, will only hurt our ever growing
community.

2/2/2017 12:30 PM

2 Instead of having two JK to Grade 6 schools (Arklan and Caldwell) with dual track streams I suggest the following: (1)
Rebuild Caldwell as per one of the options in the draft report. (2) Eliminate the school boundaries in the town of
Carleton Place. (3) Have one school dedicated for JK-Grade 3 and then a 2nd school dedicated to Grades 4 to 6. The
result will be a higher number of students for each grade. This will provide far greater flexibility in managing the
number of students per class for both French Immersion (FI) and English. There will be fewer split classes and make it
easier to assign FI resources. Would save on school bus transportation as well. (4) Depending on how large a new
Caldwell school is, another option would be to also bring back grade 7 and/or grade 8 to Arklan or Caldwell so that the
CP High School is not overcrowded. According to the draft report, the high school is over 100% capacity.

1/3/2017 11:41 AM

3 Caldwell school needs to be rebuilt and the high school needs to be either expanded (they will be overflowing in a
couple years) or a middle school created for Carleton Place. The surplus space the board sees in 2016 will be gone as
growth is continuing in Carleton Place and the schools will be overflowing in just five years time. Please work with the
town to see their growth plans so you don't close schools when there are hundreds of houses being built in the next
five years.

12/3/2016 4:32 PM

4 I don't know if Caldwell needs to be renovated, or not. I would love to see the grade 7 and 8 kids out of the high
school. The program has worked, but with the exploding population, you are going to need more room in the high
school soon. Why not build a school for grades 6 through 8 only? I went to on in Brampton, and it was a great
transition from grade school, to high school. Then you will have room in all the schools.

12/2/2016 8:11 AM

5 Rebuild Caldwell and 7/8 back to feeder schools. 12/2/2016 6:06 AM

6 Rebuild Caldwell and bring grades 7 and 8 or just grade 7 back to the school 12/1/2016 5:40 PM

7 Placing grade 7 and 8 students back in elementary schools could help to distribute students more evenly. 12/1/2016 5:07 PM
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8 This draft report does not take into consideration the growth of the Town of Carleton Place. There are 2 large
subdivisions that only began putting shovels in the ground in 2016. Over 1,000 homes, plus a third one that is going to
begin building in 2017. Within 5 years, you are going to need to build a new school anyways. Unless you put your
heads in the sand like they did in Stittsville for 25 years. Parents just send their non-Catholic children to the shiny
nearby Catholic High Schools rather than travel by bus to the crusty old Carleton H.S. in Richmond. The public school
board is going to drive even more students to the Catholic School Board. Especially with closing Maple Grove when
Sacred Heart is within walking distance. If you just close Caldwell, there is not enough space for all students at Arklan.
Plus you will be forcing the Arklan before and after childcare program and the Lanark County Children's Aid Society
out of Arklan. You have projected CP High School to be above 100% capacity. Should bring the grade 7 and 8 classes
back to Caldwell and Arklan. You will relieve the pressure of exceeding the CP High School capacity and increase the
usage of Caldwell and Arklan while still collecting rent from the Childcare and CAS. Caldwell does need to be
replaced. Do what they did in Perth recently, construct a new school beside the deteriorating one. Then seamlessly
transfer the kids over. Definitely should keep the plan to offer dual track at Arklan.

11/25/2016 1:36 PM

9 Renovate Caldwell. It's not in a great state of disrepair and with some adjustments could be brought to higher
standards.

10/15/2016 11:41 PM

10 Caldwell is located on the west side of the town. You already closed the north public school. It is a growing community
with hundreds of new builds projected on the south side of hwy 7 and McNeely Ave. As well, the Scharf farm was sold
to Olympia homes which will be another several hundred homes. Are you planning on busing thsee new families to
Beckwith? (Which is an amazing school, location, works directly with the township) It's a shame instead of renovating
and downsizing the facility you have (caldwell) you would rather close it. Honestly less kids mean smaller class sizes-
WHERE THEY ARE SUPPOSE TO BE. As a parent and a tax payer, this is my objective.

10/15/2016 9:10 AM

11 All schools be French/English. No point in streaming kids through schools. Potentially make one school larger to
accommodate all children and provide option of French/English in jk for all kids

10/14/2016 8:30 PM
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